
IDENTIFY A TEAM CAPTAIN: The captain will have two responsibilities: 1) Enter the answers in the Google doc  

answer sheet, and 2) Organize and set up how your team will play the game together. 

RECRUIT YOUR TEAM: Your team includes six players, and you must submit a team name before the event. 

WHERE TO PLAY: Determine if you will gather together in person or if you will use Google Hangouts, Zoom,  

Microsoft Teams, Skype, or FaceTime to play together virtually. If playing virtually, schedule the meeting and send an 

invite to your team members.

TEST BEFORE YOU PLAY: It is important to determine your gathering place or virtual option before the event. Make sure 

everyone can access YouTube for game play and your preferred virtual option to communicate with team members. Test 

your audio, we suggest that only one person has their audio on from the YouTube link if you are playing together virtually.  

LOGIN TO PLAY: The private, unlisted YouTube link will be emailed to team captains and players the week of the event. 

If you want to participate in the chat on the YouTube live stream, you will need a Google (Gmail) account. Hambone’s 

Trivia and INHP staff members will be responding to questions throughout the event.  

GAME MATERIALS: Game play will include Google docs (answer sheets, closest to the pin round and hint rounds) linked 

in the description area on the YouTube page. There are two different answer sheets - one to enter the answers if you’re the 

team captain and one that is “view only” for other players. Passwords to access these documents will be provided to your 

team the week of the event.  

TRIVIA PLAY: The Trivia Master will provide instructions throughout the event. There will be a timer for each round  

displayed on the screen, and scoreboard updates will be provided before the final round. If you have any challenges 

during the game, submit your questions in the chat underneath the YouTube video, and an INHP or Hambone’s Trivia 

representative will respond.  

HAVE FUN: Most importantly, have fun and enjoy our time together while we support INHP’s programs and services! 
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